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******
Hi Vasanth,
I have just received this email from my older brother Shantharam.
I bet you know quite a few GSB institutions in India who may circulate this information amongst our members of the
community. It is indeed a good cause for our downtrodden GSB families who may avail this benefit in a timely manner
easing their hardships if any.
Mohan Pai.
mpai77@yahoo.com
Shrimad Anantheshwar Temple, Manjeshwar invites scholarship
For GSB community on basis of Meritious and Economically Backward Students.
The amount of Scholarship are as follows:
SSLC -Rs.2,000/PUC - Rs.3,000/Bachelor Degree (B.Com/BBM)-Rs.5,000/Engineering/Medical Courses-Rs. 10,000/M.A, M.Com, C.A and Other Professional Courses- Rs.5,000/Applications are available and shall be submitted at SVT, Car street, Mangalore and SVT, Konchady
Last date for submission of filled application is 25.06.2018
For More Details Contact : 9980159151
**********
Dear Vasanth Uncle,
Thank you for running the Upaya ad in Khabbar — it means a lot to me and just wanted to thank you so much for
your continued support!
It’s been an exciting year … we were able to run for the first time an Accelerator Program in India that supported eight
hard-working entrepreneurs in building out their businesses. Our entrepreneurs have collectively created over 7,700
jobs and they plan to scale up quickly this year. We are now planning to support another 12 businesses this year, this
time in the agricultural sector and ventures that are helping smallholder farmers increase their incomes. This program
kicks off in late May, and we’ve received over 280 applications from entrepreneurs all over India wanting to take part.
It’s amazing that there is so much entrepreneurial energy out there, and a passion to make a difference! We could not
do this without our community’s help. Thanks for believing in us, and for sending such positive energy our way!
Warmly,
Sachi
sshenoy@upayasv.org
********
Dear Vasanth Bhatji,
We wish you and your family very happy Ugadi.
Let you know that I have put a new update for both AstroPro (V 3.0) and AstroLite (1.2) apps and you may kindly
download this version that has some bug fixes as well. Our last update was for iOS 8.1 and all developers get
notification as and when there are some major changes in the new OS that we need to comply with.
Thank you very much.
With Best Regards
Muralidhar Shenoy
Mks_us@yahoo.com
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